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      ACT ONE !
 INT. JAY AND GLORIA’S HOUSE – LIVING ROOM - DAY !
 MANNY guides piano movers. JAY and GLORIA watch. !
     MANNY 

  Careful. Careful. Oh, I can’t wait  
  to tinkle those ivories.  !

     JAY 
  You mean tickle the ivories.  !
    MANNY 
  Why would I want to tickle an  
  inanimate object?  !
    JAY 
  How would you tinkle one? !
    MANNY 
  Pianos tinkle. That’s the sound  
  they make.  !

     GLORIA 
  Just let the boy twinkle the piano.   !

 JAY AND GLORIA INTERVIEW !
     GLORIA 

  In my country, music is the most  
  important form of expression. As  
  boys are becoming men, they must  
  learn to be expressive.  !
    JAY 
  And we all know Manny has a hard 
  time expressing himself.  !

 INT. JAY AND GLORIA’S HOUSE – LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS !
 Manny decorates his piano with lace. !
 INT. MITCHELL & CAMERON’S DUPLEX – LIVING ROOM/KITCHEN - 
 DAY !
 MITCHELL is going through the mail. CAMERON is cooking. !
     MITCHELL 

  Lily got an invitation to another  
  “she’s turning four” party.  
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    CAMERON 
  You mean another “oh, what a bore”  
  party? The last one had the Blues  
  Clues song on loop for three hours. I  
  wanted to stuff Play-Doh in my ears.  !
    MITCHELL 
  I didn’t even notice.  !
    CAMERON 
  You wouldn’t. You get to come late  
  after work, make an appearance,  
  and talk to all of the dads about  
  beer and baseball.  !
    MITCHELL 
  - which are my favorite topics of 
  conversation. !
    CAMERON 
  It’s me who’s there from start to  
  finish, wearing a tiny party hat with  
  the choking elastic that makes you  
  feel like your head is gonna pop off.  !

     MITCHELL 
   They’re not that tight.  !
     CAMERON 
   Are you implying my head is too  
   large?  !
 Cameron slightly moves a tray while grabbing a snack.  !
     MITCHELL 
   Your standards are too high. Kids  
   like consistency. !

Mitchell moves the tray back to his perfect spot.  !
    CAMERON 
  I’m sure it’s the children who are 
  begging for consistency.  !
Cameron moves the tray slightly askew again. Mitchell 
adjusts it back.  !
    CAMERON 
  Children are overflowing with  
  imagination. It’s up to parents to  
  fan that flame, not squelch it.  !
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    MITCHELL 
  No child of yours will ever have any 
  trouble flaming. Just RSVP to the  
  party, and we’ll go for Lily.  !

     CAMERON 
   Fine. For Lily. But if I see one more  
   game of musical chairs where the  
   parents refuse to take away seats so  
   that “everyone can feel like a  
   winner,” I’m leaving. !
     MITCHELL 
   You can go outside and talk to the  
   other dads about beer and baseball.  !
 INT. DUNPHY HOUSE – PHIL AND CLAIRE’S BEDROOM – NIGHT !
 PHIL and CLAIRE are just about to go to bed. Claire is 
 putting on moisturizer. Phil is playing on his iPad.  !
     CLAIRE 
   One of Haley’s friends is starting a  
   little lawn-mowing business. I think  
   I’m gonna hire him to do our yard.  !
     PHIL 
   I can mow the yard.  !
     CLAIRE 
   But you don’t.   !
     PHIL 
   Luke could do it. I could supervise  
   - teach him some responsibility.  !
     CLAIRE 
   Luke’s not really made for manual  
   labor.  !
     PHIL 
   Are you saying Luke isn’t suited for  
   masculine jobs? !
     CLAIRE 
   He’s just better with more...  
   specialized tasks - just like  
   his dad. I’ll call Jason tomorrow. !
 She gives Phil a little kiss and turns off the light. Phil 
 turns off his iPad. They lay down, beginning to fall  
 asleep. A SCRATCHING NOISE starts. 
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     CLAIRE 
  Please trim your toenails. !

     PHIL 
  I did. !
    CLAIRE 
  That’s not you scratching your legs? !

 Claire turns on a light and they see a mouse scurry away.  !
     CLAIRE 

  Did you see that?  !
     PHIL 

  Oh, this is not nearly as pleasant  
  as that Michael Jackson song led me 
  to believe. !
    CLAIRE 
  About the rat who killed everybody? !
    PHIL 
  The best friend rat from that  
  adorable song? !
    CLAIRE 
  From that terrifying movie?  
  Ben killed everybody.  !
    PHIL 
   (scared) 
  How did they die? !
    CLAIRE 
  Phil! What are we going to do?! !
    PHIL 
  He’s already back in the wall. It’s  
  late. In the morning we’ll get 
  something to chase him out. !

 Phil rolls over to go back to sleep. !
     CLAIRE 

  I don’t know that we’re gonna be  
  able to sleep.  !

 Phil’s already beginning to fall asleep.  !!!
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     CLAIRE 
  (waking him up) 

  Phil! Don’t you think it’s going  
  to be hard to sleep?  !

     PHIL 
  Sleep. Tight. Night. Good.  !
    CLAIRE 
  You get all Yoda on me when you start 
  to fall asleep. This is not the time.  !
    PHIL 
  Morning, figure out something, we’ll  
  try.  !
    CLAIRE 
  There is no try!    !

 Claire rips off his blanket, goes to the closet, grabs 
 an outfit for him, and throws it on the bed.  !
 INT. 24-HOUR STORE - NIGHT !
 Phil and Claire are standing by the rodent section with the 
 STORE CLERK.  
  
     CLAIRE 
   So this one will snap his neck  
   in two seconds?   !
     PHIL 
   He thinks he’s just going out for  
   a little cheese and then -  !
 Phil puts his fingers on the trap, like a mouse walking on 
 it. The store clerk snatches it away as it loudly SNAPS.  !
     PHIL 
   Isn’t there a more humane trap that  
   will just keep him in a box? Then  
   I can take him outside and free him. !
     CLAIRE 
   I don’t want him outside. I don’t 
   want him anywhere near our house.  !
     STORE CLERK 
   I think you can get the humane traps  
   at Home Depot. They open at nine.  !!
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     CLAIRE 
   In six hours? We’ll take all these. !
 She grabs a large armful of traps.     !
 INT. THE ANDERSON’S HOUSE – LIVING ROOM - DAY !
 Cameron and Mitchell are sitting, eating cake. Kids are 
 playing across the room, and parents are scattered around 
 the party. Cameron adjusts the string on his party hat. !
     CAMERON 
   What did I tell you?  !
     MITCHELL  
   Just smile and eat your cake.    !
     CAMERON  
   Vanilla. How original. Just like the  
   comedy of that entertainer from  
   earlier. And I use the term  
   “entertainer” loosely.  !
     MITCHELL 
   It was her nine-year-old brother.  
  
 On the other side of the room, kids are playing musical 
 chairs to the “BLUES CLUES” SONG. The music stops and all 
 the kids are have a seat. MRS. ANDERSON claps.   !
     MRS. ANDERSON 
   Yay! Everyone’s a winner.  
   
     MITCHELL 
    (to Cam)  
   Settle down.  !
     MRS. ANDERSON 
   And now, Mr. Anderson is going to make  
   balloon animals for everyone! !
 MR. ANDERSON, Melanie’s father, tries to make balloon  
 animals, awkwardly pulling out balloons and trying to blow 
 them up. He’s failing miserably.  !
     CAMERON 
   He can’t even make a balloon snake!  !
     MITCHELL 
   When we get home, you can make your  
   own balloon - Cam?  !
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 Cameron has gotten up. He puts a cherry tomato on his nose, 
 a doily under his collar and goes into “clown mode.” He 
 walks over to Mr. Anderson.  !
     CAMERON 
   Hello there, Mr. Anderson! Would  
   you like  Fizbo the clown give you a hand?  
    
 Mr. Anderson happily hands Cameron a balloon. Cameron  
 starts twisting balloons and making funny faces. Mitchell 
 smiles through a grimace.  !
 INT. JAY AND GLORIA’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY !
 Gloria is cooking in the kitchen. Manny plays a never- 
 ending tremolo of two notes. Jay and the dog walk in the 
 door. Jay’s carrying dry cleaning and a bag.  !
     JAY 
   Has he been playing those same two 
   notes for the last four hours? !
     GLORIA 
   He is exploring the drama of music!  
   It is beautiful! !
 Jay walks over to Manny and takes a game and headphones out 
 of the bag.  !
     JAY 
   How would you like to play the new  
   Rock Band on your Xbox? It’s like  
   playing this, only for the  
   twenty-first century.  !
     MANNY 
   No time for games.  !
     JAY 
   All work and no play never did  
   anyone any good. !
     MANNY 
   It seems to work out pretty well  
   for you.    !
     JAY 
   Could you at least try a song we  
   know?  !
 Manny plays the two notes much slower. !
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     MANNY 
   I am. This is the intro to 
   Beautiful by Christina Aguilera.  !
 Manny continues to play the only bar he knows. Jay reacts. !
 EXT. DUNPHY BACKYARD - MORNING !
 Phil is walking around the yard with a block of cheese and 
 a cheese grater, putting cheese around the outskirts of the 
 backyard.  !
     PHIL (V.O.) 
   If I were a mouse, would I rather  
   eat crummy, orange, rubbery cheese 
   that Claire is putting in the traps,  !
 PHIL INTERVIEW !
     PHIL (CONT’D) 
   - or delicious mozzarella? If he goes  
   after my cheese outside, we don’t  
   have to be kept awake. He doesn’t  
   have to die. Claire doesn’t always 
   have to be the big cheese. !
 INT. DUNPHY HOUSE - KITCHEN - MORNING !
 HALEY, ALEX, and LUKE are all in the kitchen getting ready 
 to leave for school. Claire is putting a little piece of 
 American cheese in a trap.  !
     HALEY 
   Do you even know what this is going  
   to do to my reputation? Jaime  
   Moore’s family got a mouse three  
   months ago and they still call her 
   dirty girl.  !
     ALEX 
   They already call you that.  !
     HALEY 
   At least they call me something.  !
 Haley exits. Claire tries to hand  Alex her lunch.  !
     ALEX 
   No thanks, Mom. Mice pee everywhere.  
   If we got a UV light in here, we  
   almost certainly could see it all  
   over this kitchen.  
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     LUKE 
   Really? !
 Alex exits. Luke puts a cell phone light over various  
 kitchen areas while he looks at them. Phil walks in from 
 the yard, and puts the cheese grater in the sink.He grabs 
 a cucumber to eat. Luke comes up to a trap. !
     LUKE (CONT’D) 
   Mom, is this trap right outside of  
   his room? !
     CLAIRE 
   Mice don’t have rooms except on  
   cartoons.  !
     LUKE 
   Does he have a family?  !
 Phil accidentally drops the cucumber on a trap which SNAPS. 
 Phil jumps, which looks a little like a dance move.  
  
     CLAIRE 
   If so, he better hope they protect 
   him better than Baryshnikov over here. 
   
 INT. MITCHELL AND CAMERON’S DUPLEX - LIVING ROOM - DAY !
 Cameron, Mitchell, and Lily walk in. Lily goes to her room.   !
     CAMERON 
   Did you see Melanie’s face light up  
   when I juggled seven cupcakes ending  
   with the perfect splat on my face? !
     MITCHELL 
   You’re a regular Bozo the clown.  !
     CAMERON 
   Like Bozo could do that.  !
 Mitchell searches on his phone. !
     MITCHELL  
   Where’s the number for the florist?  !
     CAMERON 
   Did you hear the squeals of delight 
   when I sprayed water from my flowers?   
   They couldn’t believe their eyes.  !!
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     MITCHELL 
   Neither could I. What kind of  
   flowers do you think they like?  !
     CAMERON 
   And pulling the never-ending  
   handkerchief out of Rachel’s sleeve -  
   that was priceless.  !
     MITCHELL 
   What price could you put on  
   that - A forty, fifty dollar gift? 
    
     CAMERON 
   What are you talking about?  !
     MITCHELL 
   Our apology gift.  !
     CAMERON 
   What to we have to apologize for? I 
   saved that party! !
     MITCHELL 
   You took the party hostage! !
     CAMERON 
   Everyone loved me.  !
     MITCHELL 
   The way Stockholm sufferers love  
   their captors. If we want Lily to be  
   invited to anything ever again, we  
   need to make this right.  
    
 The phone rings.  !
     CAMERON 
   Hello?... Oh Mrs. Jones, how nice to  
   hear from you. Yes, this is he... !
 Mitchell looks worried. !
     CAMERON 
   Oh, you think I saved the party? No,  
   no, I would never tell the Andersons 
   you thought that. You want to pay to  
   have Fizbo at Jordan’s party? !
 Mitchell shakes his head. !!
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     CAMERON 
   I would absolutely love to!  !
 Cameron writes down the details of the party.  !
     CAMERON (CONT’D) 
   Sounds great. Saturday. I’ll be  
   there. You have a Fizbolicious day.  !
 He hangs up the phone and looks at Mitchell.  !
 INT. DUNPHY HOUSE - PHIL AND CLAIRE’S BEDROOM - MORNING !
 Phil and Claire are in bed. Their alarm clock goes off. 
 Claire bolts up. Phil sits up a little slower. Claire  
 starts getting dressed. !
     CLAIRE 
   Do you think we got him?  !
     PHIL 
   Who knows? It’s only been one night. !
     CLAIRE 
   One night is enough. That mouse is  
   mine.   !
     PHIL 
   Maybe he just ran away. Nobody needs  
   to get hurt.  !
     CLAIRE 
   I’m going to check the traps. !
 Phil notices something on his iPad and picks it up. !
     PHIL 
   What’s on my iPad?  
  
 Claire takes a look.  
    
     CLAIRE 
   Feces. That mouse pooped on your iPad.  !
     PHIL 
   This means war.  !
 END OF ACT ONE  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!
      ACT TWO !
 INT. DUNPHY HOUSE - KITCHEN - DAY !
 Claire is reading at the computer as Phil is soaking cotton 
 balls in a bowl and putting them all around the kitchen. 
 The front door opens. Jay enters.  !
     JAY 
   Anybody home?  !
 INT. DUNPHY HOUSE - ENTRY HALL - DAY  !
 Claire goes to the door.  !
     CLAIRE 
   Dad. What are you doing here? !
     JAY 
   Just came to see if there was  
   anything my daughter needed.  
   Grocery shopping? Mowing the yard?  !
     PHIL (O.S.) 
   Claire pays someone to mow the yard 
   now. !
     JAY 
   Why isn’t your husband mowing your  
   yard? !
 Phil enters, putting cotton balls around.  !
     PHIL 
   Apparently I’m not manly enough to  
   mow the yard.  !
     JAY 
   I could see that.  !
 Phil exits to the kitchen.  !
     JAY 
   So, do you need anything, sweetheart? !
     CLAIRE 
   Manny’s piano playing is driving  
   you crazy isn’t it?  !
     JAY 
   It never ends.  
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 Phil enters with a bowl and cotton, placing cotton balls 
 around, dipping some first.  !
     JAY 
   What are you doing?  !
     PHIL 
   I read on the internet that cotton  
   soaked in peppermint will keep  
   mice away. !
     JAY 
   Why didn’t you tell me you had a  
   mouse?  !
     PHIL 
   We got it, Jay.   !
     JAY 
   Just smear some electric traps with  
   peanut butter. Problem solved.   !
     PHIL 
   Most states don’t allow  
   electrocutions anymore.  !
     JAY 
   For humans. I’ll go get some traps   
   for you. !
     PHIL 
   Really, Jay. I got this.  !
     JAY 
   Well, call me if you need anything.  
   I guess I’ll be at Mitchell’s.  !
 Jay exits.  !
 INT. MITCHELL AND CAMERON’S DUPLEX - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT  !
 Mitchell is sitting with LILY, working on a large pile of 
 paperwork. Jay knocks on the door and starts to enter.  !
     JAY 
   Is anybody home? I’m entering.  !
     MITCHELL 
   Hi, Dad. Cam’s not here.  !!!
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     JAY 
   How is my son doing? And my  
   little grand-baby?  !
     MITCHELL 
   We’ve been playing law together.  !
     LILY 
   Guilty! !
     JAY 
   Do you think it would be fun to play  
   some kid games while Daddy does work?  !
     LILY 
   Sustained!  !
     MITCHELL 
    (bewildered) 
   Thank you? !
     JAY 
   Do you want to color with me?  
     
     LILY 
   I want to show you the new toy Daddy 
   got me!  !
 She goes and grabs a small toy piano.  !
     LILY 
   I can play a song! !
 Lily begins pounding on the piano.  !
     JAY 
   I’m sorry. I forgot, I promised  
   Gloria I’d be home by eight. !
 Jay hurries out the door.  !
     LILY 
   I object!   !
     MITCHELL 
   Sustained.  !
 Cameron, dressed as Fizbo, bursts in the door.  !
     CAMERON 
   Everything’s coming up Fizbo!  !
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     MITCHELL 
   Thank God you’re home! Lily needs a  
   much better playmate than  
    (does superhero voice) 
   Mr. Prosecuting Attorney.  !
 Lily laughs a little. !
     CAMERON 
   I’m sorry. I just booked five  
   more parties and I need to practice 
   some new falling techniques.  !
 He walks down the hall as he grabs a banana from his pocket 
 and starts to peel it. !
     CAMERON (CONT’D) 
   How to make this the most  
   memorable fall they’ve ever seen -  
   that will be my masterpiece.  !
  He puts the banana down. Then falls out of frame.  !
     CAMERON (O.S.) (CONT’D) 
   Needs more flailing.   !
 EXT. JAY AND GLORIA’S HOUSE - DAY !
 Jay stands on his porch about to enter his house. He looks 
 down at his keys and takes a deep breath. He opens the door 
 and walks in.  !
 INT. JAY AND GLORIA’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY 
  
 It’s actually quiet. Then he sees Gloria and Manny sitting 
 at the piano finishing breathing exercises.  !
     GLORIA 
   Exhale. And now we are ready to begin.  
   Jay! You’re just in time to hear Manny  
   ticker the ivories!  !
 Manny repeats the same two notes from earlier. Jay sits and 
 turns on the TV, blasting a baseball game. Manny stops.  
  
     MANNY 
   Jay.  
    (louder)  
   Jay!  !
 Jay turns off the TV.  !
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     MANNY (CONT’D) 
   Jay, is there any way you could 
   put on headphones? I’m trying to  
   concentrate.  !
     JAY 
   Look, Manny, I can’t -  !
     GLORIA 
   Jay - kitchen, please? Manny, you  
   can practice your finger exercises.  !
 Manny begins stretching his fingers. Jay and Gloria go into 
 the kitchen.  !
     GLORIA 
   You know I don’t like to speak the 
   bad talk about mi amour, but Manny  
   seems to be having trouble.  !
     JAY 
   There are plenty of other things he   
 can try. I bet he’d be good at a  
   quiet hobby, like chess. !
     GLORIA  
   No, no, no. He must be able to play  
   the music. It’s all my fault. I can’t  
   be enough help to him. It’s time to  
   bring in a professional.  !
     JAY 
   Sometimes you have to know when to 
   quit.  !
     GLORIA 
   No, you try and try and try again. 
   Quitting is for the weak.  !
 JAY INTERVIEW !
     JAY 
   For the weak, or for the brilliant. I  
   quit arguing because he’ll get tired  
   of struggling. She’ll relent when he   
 does. Patience is a virtue.  !
 INT. MITCHELL AND CAMERON’S DUPLEX !
 Mitchell is reading to Lily. !!
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     MITCHELL 
    (in a turtle voice) 
   “And then the turtle said ‘pursuant 
   to code 1.43 -” !
     LILY 
   That’s not what the turtle usually   
   sounds like. When is Daddy coming  
   home?  !
 The phone rings.  !
     MITCHELL 
   I’m sure that’s him now, letting us  
   know he’ll be late. Again. !
 The answering machine plays: !
     CAMERON (V.O.) 
   Hi, you’ve reached Cameron and  
   Mitchell - !
     LILY (V.O) 
   - and Lily! !
     CAMERON (V.O) 
   Knock knock.  !
     LILY (V.O) 
   Who’s there?  !
     CAMERON (V.O.) 
   Well, that’s our question! So,  
   leave it at the -  !
 SFX BEEP.  !
     CAMERON (V.O.) 
   Mitchell pick up the phone! Please, I  
   need you.  !
 Mitchell picks up the phone.  !
     MITCHELL 
   What’s going on?...Are you okay?... 
   I’ll be right there.   !
 Mitchell hangs up the phone, and grabs his keys and Lily.  !
     MITCHELL (CONT’D) 
   I guess he still has some work to do 
   on that masterpiece of his.  
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!
 INT. JAY AND GLORIA’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY !
 Gloria and Manny are sitting at the piano with MICHAEL, a 
 friendly looking piano teacher in his 50’s. Jay is  
 gathering up his golf supplies in the corner.  !
     MICHAEL 
   Can you play the C scale for me? !
 Manny plays the first few notes loudly. Michael stops him.   !
     MICHAEL (CONT’D) 
   Pianos are sensitive. Try the first  
   three notes as lightly as you can.  !
 Michael lightly plinks an example. Jay gathers up his clubs 
 and starts to exit. Manny plays three notes loudly.  !
     MICHAEL (CONT’D) 
   Playing the piano is sort of like  
   golf. You can’t use a driver on the  
   putting green.  !
 Jay stops. !
     MICHAEL (CONT’D) 
   It’s best if your hands are like a  
   hybrid iron - the perfect balance of  
   grace and control.  !
     JAY 
   Unless it’s a Lynx.  !
     MICHAEL 
   Who would ever play with a Lynx? I’m  
   a Callaway man. I can see you are too  
   with your Diablos there. You wanna  
   come give this a try? !
     JAY 
   That’s okay.  !
     MICHAEL 
   I take my focus and agility from the  
   piano and use it on the course. It  
   shaved a few points off my game.  !
     JAY 
   I could try one scale.   !
 Jay comes over, reaches down, and plays a beautiful scale. 
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     MICHAEL 
   Try this.   
  
 Jay sits while Manny gets up. Michael plays a line and Jay 
 follows along.  !
 GLORIA AND MANNY INTERVIEW !
     MANNY 
   It is like there is nothing the man  
   cannot do! He’s smart. He’s wealthy,  
   a great golfer, and now apparently  
   a musician.  !
     GLORIA 
   I do not know why I married him.  !
 INT. JAY AND GLORIA’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - MINUTES LATER !
 Jay plays the piano. Michael stands and watches. Manny and 
 Gloria look on.  !
     MICHAEL 
   You really have a knack for tickling  
   those ivories.  !
 Manny and Gloria look at each other.  !
 INT. DUNPHY HOUSE - KITCHEN/HALLWAY - NIGHT !
 We hear the sound of TRAPS SNAPPING. Phil and Claire run 
 downstairs. Phil trips a little on the step. They turn on 
 the lights. Claire sees a trap that’s shut.  !
     CLAIRE 
   Where is he? The trap is shut.  !
     PHIL 
   This one is shut too.  !
 Claire notices a few traps all shut and missing cheese.  !
     CLAIRE 
   What is this - the Stephen Hawking  
   of mice? 
  
     PHIL 
   I don’t know that he could move that  
   quickly... !
     CLAIRE 
   I can’t take this anymore.  
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 Claire picks up her phone and dials.   !
 PHIL INTERVIEW !
     PHIL 
   She had the exterminator’s number in 
   her phone? I guess she is the big  
   cheese after all.  !
 Phil takes a bite of his mozzarella cheese.   !
   Why did I think he would like this? !
 INT./EXT. MITCHELL AND CAMERON’S CAR - DAY !
 Mitchell is driving the car. Lily and Cameron are riding in 
 the back. Cameron’s leaning against Lily’s car-seat with 
 his leg propped up, icing his ankle. !
     CAMERON 
   Maybe I need greener bananas.  !
     MITCHELL 
   Maybe you could stop putting yourself 
   at risk for fruit injuries.  !
     CAMERON 
   Are you insinuating something about  
   clowns?   !
     MITCHELL 
   You are great as a stay-at-home  
   clown. I don’t understand why you  
   want to take time away from that.  !
     CAMERON 
   You have your job. This is mine.   
  
     MITCHELL 
   It’s a hobby, not a job.  !
     CAMERON 
   It’s my calling, not a hobby! !
     MITCHELL 
   You spend more than you make on face 
   paint alone. !
     CAMERON 
   Are you implying my face is too  
   large? Wait, you missed the left turn. !
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     MITCHELL 
   I think I know how to get to our  
   home. !
     CAMERON 
    Home? I thought we were going to  
   Renee’s house for the next party.  !
     LILY 
   I object! !
     MITCHELL 
   That’s my girl.  !
     CAMERON 
   The kids need me!  !
     MITCHELL 
   They’ll pull out some craft kits,  
   exchange friendship bracelets, and be  
   none the wiser.  
    
     CAMERON 
   Give me the phone. I have to call the  
   police ‘cause I’m being held by a  
   killer - a killer of dreams. If you  
   do not turn left up here, I am getting  
   out of the car.  !
 Mitchell turns on his left turn signal. Cam starts to  
 maneuver to be by the door.  !
     CAMERON (CONT’D) 
   And if I get hurt they’ll add it  
   to your charges, dream-killer.  !
     MITCHELL 
   Breaking someone’s leg isn’t gonna  
   add a whole lot to murder charges.   !
 Mitchell makes a left turn. Cam opens the car door.  !
     MITCHELL (CONT’D) 
   Cam! !
 Mitchell stops the car.  !
 End of Act Two  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      ACT THREE !
 EXT. DUNPHY HOUSE - BACKYARD - DAY !
 Phil, Claire, and Luke are standing in the backyard,  
 listening to the EXTERMINATOR, a scruffy, muscular man in 
 his 40’s, as they look around by the house.  !
     EXTERMINATOR 
   It’s a good thing you called me in.  
   One mouse can turn into fifty before 
   you know it.  !
     PHIL 
   How if there’s only one to start?  !
     EXTERMINATOR 
   So, first, I’ll plug up every hole.  !
     PHIL 
   I already plugged them.  !
     EXTERMINATOR 
   You missed one right here. Mice can  
   fit in a hole the size of a penny.  !
     LUKE 
   Whoa.  !
     EXTERMINATOR 
   Next, I’ll put in DeCon. Then, in a  
   few days, I’ll collect the mice, and  
   you’ll be good to go.  !
     LUKE 
   What do you do with them?  !
     CLAIRE 
   He takes them far away from us and  
   we don’t have to worry about them  
   anymore.  
    (to exterminator)  
   When can you start?  !
     EXTERMINATOR 
   Right now.  !
     CLAIRE 
   Perfect.  !
 The exterminator continues looking around the backyard. !
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     EXTERMINATOR 
   What kind of idiot put all this 
   cheese around your backyard? !
 INT. MUSIC STORE - NIGHT !
 GIL, a chubby sad sack store clerk in his 50‘s, gets a 
 trumpet down off a shelf for Manny and Gloria. !
     GIL 
   Our trumpets are very popular.  
   Go ahead and give it a try.  !
 Manny puts his mouth on the trumpet and cannot make a  
 sound.  !
     GLORIA 
   Can I try?  !
 Manny hands Gloria the trumpet. She tries with no luck.  !
     GIL 
   You need to make your mouth more 
   of a circle.  !
 She puckers her mouth into a circle.  !
     GLORIA 
   I blow it like this?  !
 Gil gets flustered. He nods. She tries again. No luck. !
     GIL 
   Brass instruments aren’t for  
   everyone. How ‘bout the guitar?  !
 He gets two guitars down and hands them to Gloria and  
 Manny.   
   
     GLORIA 
   Oh, this is nicer - using the hands  
   instead of my mouth.  !
 Gil sweats. !
     GIL 
    (to Manny)  
   Try plucking that bottom string.  !
 Manny tries, and the string breaks.  !!
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     GIL 
   Most children like to start their  
   musical journeys on recorder.  !
 He grabs a recorder and hands it to Manny. !
     GIL (CONT’D) 
   Try this.  !
  Manny blows so hard that it makes an awful sound, which is 
 nothing like music.  !
     MANNY 
   I want to go home.  !
     GLORIA 
   Maybe we just weren’t meant to play  
   music. The next time we see our  
   family, they can all love Jay. He  
   will be the Colombian one and we will  
   be ostriches.  
     
     MANNY 
   Ostracized?  !
     GLORIA 
   Yes. Ostriches in our own home.  !
 INT./EXT. CAMERON AND MITCHELL’S CAR - RENEE’S DRIVEWAY - 
 DAY !
 Mitchell and Lily are standing outside of the car, trying 
 to help Cameron out of the back seat. Cam sits on the edge 
 of the seat, tries to stand, but has to sit back down.  !
     MITCHELL 
   You gave it your best shot.  !
     CAMERON 
   The show must go on.  !
     MITCHELL 
   It mustn’t.   !
     CAMERON 
   P. T. Barnum said it must when he  
   had yellow fever. I can deal with a  
   little ankle pain.  !
     MITCHELL 
   You can’t walk.   !
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     CAMERON 
    (sings) 
   “But I at least gotta try!”    !
     MITCHELL 
   You can cut it with the Gypsy  
   references. Mama Rose was no clown.  !
     CAMERON 
   Tell her daughters that, Mitchell. 
   You know... I have a spare clown suit  
   in the back for emergencies like this.  !
     MITCHELL 
   Cam -   !
     CAMERON 
   I’ve always said you have great,  
   rosy cheeks. If we just pop a little  
   color on your eyes...   !
     MITCHELL 
   Scoot back so I can close the door.  !
     CAMERON 
   I need you.  !
     MITCHELL 
   And I’m going to take you home and 
   take care of you.   !
     CAMERON 
   The kids need you. Look at them.  !
 Mitchell and Cameron look through the window and see bored 
 kids at a dull party. RENEE, 5, is sitting in a wheelchair 
 playing with a clown doll. Her parents wheel her over to a 
 pinata on the ground.  !
     MITCHELL 
   You have got to be kidding me.    !
 INT. JAY AND GLORIA’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT !
 Manny and Gloria slowly walk in. They see Jay sitting at 
 the piano.  !
     GLORIA 
   Aye, we get it! You are the maestro.  
   We are the quitters, the weak.   
  !
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     JAY 
   Manny, can you grab me a cold one?  !
     MANNY 
   Sure. It’ll be good practice for when 
   I’m older, catering to the people who 
   actually have talents.    !
 Manny walks over to the kitchen and sees a tambourine and 
 bongos on the kitchen counter.  !
     MANNY (CONT’D) 
   What’s this?  !
     JAY 
   Mitch and Claire’s old instruments  
   were in the attic. You two wanna give  
   them a try?  !
 Manny grabs the instruments and hands Gloria the   
 tambourine. Manny makes a steady beat on the bongos. Gloria 
 starts to shake the tambourine in rhythm.Jay joins in on 
 the piano... Then Gloria begins to scat. Jay stops playing.  !
     JAY 
   How about we just focus on the 
   instruments for now? !
 INT. DUNPHY HOUSE - KITCHEN - DAY !
 Claire is cleaning. Phil enters, looks quickly at the  
 floor, but doesn’t see any more traps or poison set up.  !
     CLAIRE 
   Phil! Great news. The mouse is gone.  !
     PHIL 
    (half-hearted) 
   Congratulations.  !
     CLAIRE 
   So, the exterminator had set  
   everything up -  !
     PHIL 
   Please, I don’t want to hear about  
   it. Thank you for, as always, saving  
   the day.  !
 Luke walks in with a mouse in a cage.  !!
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     PHIL (CONT’D) 
   Hey buddy... !
     LUKE 
   Look, Dad! It’s my new pet, Mr.  
   Hawking. Isn’t he cool?  !
     PHIL 
   He sure is.  
    (to Claire) 
   I thought you said the exterminator  
   had everything set up.  !
     CLAIRE 
   I just couldn’t go through with it.  
   I wouldn’t want anything happening to  
   my family, and I’m sure he has a  
   family somewhere, although God  
   willing, not in this house.  !
     PHIL 
   I’m sorry I didn’t take care of  
   this family like I should’ve. As a  
   husband and father I should’ve been  
   braver.  !
     CLAIRE 
   You weren’t scared. You were  
   compassionate. And that makes you 
   the best husband and father this 
   family could ask for.  !
     LUKE 
   Look, dad! He’s doing his trick. !
 The mouse does a backflip off a block in his cage,  
 grabbing cheese along the way. !
     PHIL 
   Whoa. No wonder I couldn’t catch him.  !
 INT. RENEE’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT !
 Mitchell stands in the middle of the room in an ill-fitting 
 clown costume around a group of children (including Lily). 
 Cam and other parents look on.  !
     MITCHELL 
   Hello everyone. My name is Mitchell 
   Pritchett... the clown. I have various 
   skills transferrable to clowning, such  
   as... dancing.  
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!
 Mitchell does some awkward dance moves.   !
     MITCHELL (CONT’D) 
   Juggling.  !
 Mitchell throws two apples back and forth in his hands.  !
     CAMERON 
   You can make balloon animals! !
 The kids get excited and AD LIB various reactions.  !
     RENEE 
   Can you make a kitty cat? !
     MITCHELL 
   One cat for the birthday girl coming  
   up.  !
 Renee squeals with delight. Mitchell starts to blow up a 
 balloon, and it’s not going great.  !
     CAMERON 
   I bet your lovely assistant could 
   help you do the prep work.  !
     MITCHELL 
   Thank you.  !
 Mitchell hands the balloons to Cameron.  !
     MITCHELL 
   While my assistant works on those  
   balloons, I’m going to show you some 
   magic!  !
 Mitchell digs through his pocket.  !
     MITCHELL 
   Renee, I think I see something  
   behind your ear.  !
 Mitchell pulls out a nickel from behind Renee’s ear.  !
     RENEE 
   No way! How did it get there? Do I  
   get to keep it?  !
     MITCHELL 
   You sure do.  !
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 Mitchell starts playing “got your nose” and patty-cake in 
 the background. ZACH, a dad at the party, comes up to Cam.  
     
     ZACH  
   The kids seem to love him, huh?  !
     CAMERON 
   He’s not too shabby.  !
     ZACH 
   I’m looking for someone for my  
   daughter’s birthday party who will 
   make her laugh that that.  !
 The kids (including Lily) laugh while Mitchell continues 
 performing.  
    
     CAMERON 
   There really is nothing like seeing  
   your own daughter’s smile, huh?  !
     ZACH 
   Are you guys available for a party  
   on March 16th?  !
     CAMERON 
   I’m sorry. We’re actually taking  
   a hiatus from clowning.  !
     ZACH 
   For how long?  !
     CAMERON 
   I don’t know. Ten years? We just  
   have another smile we have to worry  
   about for a while.  !
 Mitchell accidentally pops a balloon by his face. The kids, 
 including Lily, erupt in laughter.   !
     MITCHELL (V.O.) 
   Sometimes there is more to people 
   than you may think. !
 INT. JAY AND GLORIA’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT !
 Jay, Manny, and Gloria are smiling, laughing, rocking out 
 on their instruments together. !
     MITCHELL (V.O.)(CONT’D) 
   They may be supportive when you  
   least expect it.  
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!
 INT. DUNPHY HOUSE - LUKE’S BEDROOM - NIGHT !
 Claire, Phil, and Luke are setting up an area in Luke’s 
 room for the mouse’s cage.   !
     MITCHELL (V.O.)(CONT’D) 
   Maybe someone has a soft spot you  
   didn’t think they had.  !
 INT. MITCHELL & CAMERON’S DUPLEX – LIVING ROOM - DAY !
 Mitchell and Cameron are both dressed up in clown suits, 
 entertaining Lily.  !
     MITCHELL (V.O.)(CONT’D) 
   Sometimes you even surprise yourself.   !
 INT. MITCHELL & CAMERON’S DUPLEX – LIVING ROOM - MORNING !
 Cameron and Lily are playing on the couch. Mitchell leaves 
 for work.  !
     MITCHELL (V.O.)(CONT’D) 
   And sometimes other people surprise 
   you.   !!
 INT. MITCHELL & CAMERON’S DUPLEX – LIVING ROOM - DAY !
 Cameron drops a banana peel and does his big fall for Lily.  !
     CAMERON (O.S.) 
   My ankle!  !
 MITCHELL INTERVIEW  !
     MITCHELL 
   And sometimes they’re exactly what 
   you expect.  !
 END OF ACT THREE  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      TAG !
 INT. DUNPHY HOUSE - PHIL AND CLAIRE’S BEDROOM - NIGHT !
 Phil and Claire are in bed with the lights off. They hear a 
 CREAK coming from downstairs. Claire turns the light on and 
 they both immediately sit up.  !
     CLAIRE 
   I knew he had family in here!  !
 They bolt out of the room.  !
 INT. DUNPHY HOUSE - ENTRY HALL/STAIRWAY - NIGHT !
 Phil and Claire come running down the stairs. Phil trips a 
 little on the step. Claire turns on the light. Haley is 
 standing in the doorway, dressed in tight jeans and lots of 
 make-up.  !
     CLAIRE 
   Going somewhere? !
     HALEY 
   I could’ve sworn I heard a mouse.  !
 END OF SHOW                           


